Identifying records referring to the same real world entity over time enables longitudinal data analysis. However, difficulties arise from the dynamic nature of the world: the entities described by a temporal data set often evolve their states over time. While the state of the art approach to temporal entity matching achieves high accuracy, this approach is computationally expensive and cannot handle large data sets. In this paper, we present an approach that achieves equivalent matching accuracy but takes far less time. Our key insight is "static first, dynamic second." Our approach first runs an evidence-collection pass, grouping records without considering the possibility of entity evolution, as if the world were "static." Then, it merges clusters from the initial grouping by determining whether an entity might evolve from the state described in one cluster to the state described in another cluster. This intuitively reduces a difficult problem, record matching with evolution, to two simpler problems: record matching without evolution, then "evolution detection" among the resulting clusters. Experimental results on several temporal data sets show that our approach provides an order of magnitude improvement in run time over the state-of-the-art approach while producing equivalent matching accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Record matching is a critical and well known problem (see [7, 9] for recent surveys). The vast majority of work in record matching so far has assumed that the records come with no temporal information. In practice, however, we often have temporal information in the form of time stamps associated with records. Examples include author records in DBLP [2] , donor records in federal campaign finance data sets [3] , and tweets [4] . For this sort of data, it is often desirable to construct an entire time line for each entity by grouping records according to their associated entities over time [14] . For example, grouping all mentions of a company in a Web achieve allows us to understand how the company and its products were doing over the years. Grouping all publication records according to their authors allows us to view the publication history of each author.
In many cases, the entities described by a temporal data set may change or evolve their attribute values over time. people usually change their physical addresses or phone numbers over time. In other cases, people may change their names after getting married or divorced. Organizations may also change their titles or trademarks after restructuring in their identities. For this sort of data, it has been shown that approaches that use temporal information may do better than approaches that do not [12] . EXAMPLE 1.1. Consider a small matching task derived from the DBLP data set shown in Table 1 . Here we would like to match records according to their authors. In reality, these records describe three real world authors -e1, e2, and e3 -as indicated by the eid field of the records. e1, e2 and e3 share the same value on the name attribute, and they evolve their values on other attributes. Clearly, if we ignore how entities might evolve over time, we are likely to separate records that belong to the same real world entity. For example, Table 2 shows a result obtained by a traditional clustering technique from [11] where records belonging to e1 are separated into two groups.
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The typical solution to temporal record matching consists of two major components. The first is a temporal model that captures how entities might evolve their attribute values, and that is built using a labeled data set. The second is a temporal clustering algorithm, which processes records in a time-dependent order and collects evidence of entity evolution. When determining whether two groups of records refer to the same real world entity, it utilizes both the usual similarity metrics and the temporal model with the collected evidence to make its decision.
The accuracy of a temporal model relies on not only the training data set but, more importantly, the quality of evolution evidence collected by the temporal clustering algorithm [12] . Evolution evidence, or evidence for short, is the intermediate clustering result that can be used to infer entity evolution. In the ideal case, each group of records in the intermediate clustering result should reflect the partial history of its associated entity over the time period described by the time stamp associated with the records. In Li's pioneering work [12] , the adjusted binding algorithm, a specialized fuzzy clustering algorithm that iteratively accumulates and refines the collected evidence, outperforms existing non-temporal algorithms with respect to matching accuracy.
However, collecting high quality evidence does not come for free. The time complexity of adjusted binding is O(N 3 ) in the worst case, because N input records are compared with N fuzzy clusters, and each fuzzy cluster contains up to N records. According to their experiments, the algorithm takes more than 10 minutes to process fewer than 2000 records [12] . At this rate, assuming the worst case complexity, it could take up to one week to process 20K records and years to process 200K records. Even if this worst case performance is unlikely, with linear scaling a 2M record data set would take about a week. Thus it is not practical for any but the smallest of data sets.
There are two ways to speed up the clustering process. The first is to use fewer stages of clustering. However, since evidence from later records may fix earlier mistakes [12] , naive approaches that use fewer stages of clustering will hurt matching accuracy. The second is to consider fewer records or to use record signatures (that summarize groups of records) in similarity computations. However, since the entities evolve and change states over time, how to effectively construct a signature accurately that describe such an evolving entity is non-trivial. EXAMPLE 1.2. Consider again the example task shown in Table 1. This time we use a single-phase temporal clustering algorithm that processes records in increasing time. Then, after we group r1 and r2 into the same cluster, we might mistakenly group r3 together with {r1, r2} as we consider the possibility that their associated author may change his affiliation within two years. This mistake can be fixed by considering the later evidence described in r4 and r5, from which we will know that the associated author is less likely to change his affiliation twice within two years. However, fixing such mistakes typically requires multiple phases of clustering. Table 3 shows the example result obtained by early binding [12] .
So a reasonable question is: how can we efficiently cluster temporal records without sacrificing matching accuracy? This paper tries to answer this question and focuses on efficient temporal clustering algorithms. We present SFDS, a two-phase clustering algorithm that achieves the same matching accuracy as the state-of-theart temporal clustering algorithm but takes far less time. Our key insight is "static first, dynamic second (hence the name SFDS.)" That is, instead of facing the dynamic world directly, SFDS first assumes entities do not evolve, as if the world were "static", and focuses on collecting high quality evidence. In its first phase, it identifies the potential states of each entity by grouping records without considering the possibility of entity evolution. Then, in its second phase, SFDS merges clusters from the initial grouping by determining whether an entity might evolve from the states described in one cluster into the states described in a second cluster. SFDS improves run time efficiency in two main ways. First, SFDS consists of only two stages of hard clustering: one for collecting evolution evidence and the other for resolving ambiguity caused by entity evolution. This is in contrast to the state-of-theart approach that consists of multiple stages of fuzzy clustering. Second, SFDS uses signatures to speed up cluster-to-cluster similarity computations, while the state of the art approach considers the entire set of records in similarity computations. SFDS constructs a signature for each cluster formed in the first stage. Intuitively speaking, because this clustering stage does not consider the possibility of evolution, these first-phase clusters correspond to time intervals where entities did not change their states very much. Then, in the second phase, each cluster maintains a set of signatures. When two clusters are merged, the signature set of the resulting cluster is formed by taking the union of the signature sets of the two component clusters. Therefore, the hope is that such a signature set will be able to accurately describe entities that evolve and have multiple states over time.
Now we return to the question: how does SFDS efficiently match temporal records without sacrificing matching accuracy? First, since SFDS first runs an "evidence-collection" pass before handling entity evolution, all evolution inferences are based on evidence collected from all the records. This improves accuracy when determining whether to merge two groups of records. Second, SFDS divides a difficult problem (record matching with evolution) into two simpler problems (record matching without evolution, and "evolution detection" between the resulting clusters).
In the rest of this paper, we give the problem definition and necessary background in Section 2. Then we introduce SFDS in Section 3. Section 4 introduces AFDS, an optimization of SFDS that addresses a "corner case" not well handled by SFDS. Finally, in Section 5, we compare our approach with the state-of-the-art approach on various real world temporal record matching tasks.
DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND
This section gives the problem definition and briefly reviews the state-of-the-art technique for temporal record matching proposed in [12] .
Problem Definition
Here we give the formal definition of temporal record matching: DEFINITION 2.1. (TEMPORAL RECORD MATCHING) Consider a domain D of entities (not known a priori ) and a set R of records. Each record r ∈ R is of the form x1, ..., xn, t , where t is the time stamp of the record r, and each xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the value of attribute Ai at time t for the associated entity in domain D. The goal of temporal record matching is to find a clustering of the records in R such that: 1) records in the same cluster refer to the same entity in domain D, and 2) records in different clusters refer to different entities in domain D. 2
As the entities described by a temporal data set may change or evolve their attribute values over time, a temporal matching technique must deal with ambiguity caused by this evolution. One of such ambiguity is within-entity temporal disagreement, or temporal disagreement for short:
Within-entity temporal disagreement arises when two records referring to the same entity appear to refer to two different entities because over time their associated entity evolves.
For example, a person may change his or her address and phone number, so two records referring to the same person at different times may disagree on those attributes.
A second kind of ambiguity is between-entity temporal agreement, or temporal agreement for short:
Between-entity temporal agreement arises when two records referring to two different entities appear to refer to the same entity because over time one of the entities evolved to have the same value in some attribute as that previously held by the other.
Returning to our example, it is possible that one person might get the phone number of a second person when the first person takes over the second person's office.
We say that a function is a disagreement model or an evolution model, denoted as f d , if it computes the probability that temporal disagreement applies to a given pair of records or clusters. Likewise, we say a function is an agreement model, denoted as fa , if it computes the probability that temporal agreement applies to a given pair of records or clusters.
Sometimes we say an entity evolves from one state to another. We are not proposing a formal definition of the "state of an entity." Rather, we use the term informally to refer to periods of time in which the values in the fields of records referring to the entity tend to be very similar. Intuitively, this corresponds to times in between changes in the "life" of an entity. For example, a "state" of a researcher could be the period of time during which she taught at a particular university. Note that for our algorithm to work we do not need an externally valid definition of state -indeed, for us, the "states of an entity" are defined empirically by the clusters that our algorithm finds during its first phase (described in Section 3.2). We tie this to the external notion of state only to provide an intuition for why there will likely be periods of time during which the records referring to an entity tend to be more similar.
Existing Temporal Matching Techniques
The typical solution to temporal record matching consists of two major components: a temporal model and a temporal clustering algorithm.
A temporal model usually consists of two components: one for handling temporal disagreement, and the other for handling temporal agreement. For example, in Li et al.'s pioneering work [12] , they proposed the following two components: DEFINITION 2.4. (DISAGREEMENT DECAY). Let ∆t be a time distance and A ∈ A be a single-valued attribute. Disagreement decay of A over time ∆t is the probability that an entity changes its A-value within time ∆t. 2
DEFINITION 2.5. (AGREEMENT DECAY).
Let ∆t be a time distance and A ∈ A be an attribute. The agreement decay of A over time ∆t is the probability that two different entities share the same A-value within time ∆t.
As shown in [12] and illustrated in Example 1.2, simply using such a temporal model in the similarity computation step of existing record matching algorithms may not produce an acceptable matching result. In view of this, Li et al. proposed three temporal record matching algorithms that apply a temporal model in similarity computations and consider records in increasing temporal order. Specifically, early binding performs a single-phase hard-clustering that makes eager decisions and merges a record with an already created cluster if the similarity between the record and the cluster is sufficiently high; late binding performs instead a single-phase fuzzy-clustering that keeps all evidence and makes decisions at the end; and adjusted binding runs multiple phases of fuzzy clustering that in addition compares records with clusters that are created for records with later time stamps and iteratively refines the clustering result. Not surprisingly, adjusted binding outperforms all existing approaches in matching accuracy but is computationally expensive.
In contrast, as we will see in the next section, our proposed SFDS approach first assumes entities do not evolve and accumulates evidence by grouping records based on pure attribute value similarity without using a temporal model. Then, SFDS further merges possible clusters from the initial grouping by determining whether it is possible for one entity to evolve from what is described in one cluster to what is described in the second cluster.
In the rest of this paper, we will explain SFDS in more detail and explore its performance.
THE SFDS APPROACH
We now describe SFDS in detail. SFDS operates in two phases: static and dynamic (Figure 1 ). In the static phase (or S-phase for short), the goal is to collect evidence for later inferring entity evolution in the dynamic phase. This is done by forming an initial grouping such that records in the same group describe part of its entity's history where the entity does not evolve too much. SFDS achieves this goal by not using any temporal model in similarity computations. During the S-phase, each cluster maintains a temporal signature that consists of its earliest and latest records (i.e., the two with the earliest and the latest time stamps). As each cluster in the S-phase tends to describe portion of an entity's history where the entity has not evolved, such a temporal signature will likely capture the starting and ending points of that partial history of its entity. The output of the S-phase is an initial grouping of the input records and a set of associated temporal signatures.
In the dynamic phase (or D-phase for short), SFDS further merges possible resulting clusters from the output of the S-phase. It uses a temporal model to handle entity evolution. For each pair of resulting clusters, SFDS makes the merge decision by determining whether it is possible for an entity to evolve from the state described in one cluster to the state described in another cluster. In the Dphase, each cluster maintains a signature set that is built up from the temporal signatures created in the S-phase. When two clusters are merged, the signature set of the resulting cluster will be formed by taking the union of the signature sets of the two component clusters. By having multiple temporal signatures describing an entity, where each signature describes a partial history of the entity, SFDS is able to improve efficiency without sacrificing accuracy.
This section first reviews the process of learning temporal models. Then, it describes the two phases of SFDS. The next section (Section 4) describes AFDS -an optimized version of SFDSwhich handles a special case not optimally handled by SFDS.
Preliminary: Learning Temporal Models
A temporal matching algorithm must use a temporal model to evaluate the probabilities that record attribute values might or might not evolve in specific ways. As the choice of temporal model is orthogonal to the clustering algorithm that employs the model, in this work we simply choose an existing temporal model, and we describe how it works in this section. Discovering better temporal models is an interesting problem outside the scope of this current paper.
We follow the approach in [12] to learn the temporal agreement and disagreement models, using the statistics of attribute life spans given a training data set. Consider an entity E and records r1, ..., rn that refer to E and are arranged in increasing order of time stamp. We call a point in time τ a change point of an A-value in E if there exists some i, 1 < i ≤ n, such that ri.t = τ and ri−1.A = ri.A. The intervals between consecutive change points are called full life spans of A-values. Before the first change point of E and after the last change point of E, we are unable to observe the exact life span of its A-value. We only know that E does not change its A-value within these intervals. These intervals are called partial life spans. From the training data set, we only learn the observed time interval for each partial life span indicating the lower-bound of a potential full life span. LetL A f denote the bag of lengths of full life spans on A-value of a given data set andL A p denote the bag of lengths of observed partial life spans respectively. The temporal disagreement function f d is formed by considering all the full life spans and the partial life spans with at least length ∆t:
The temporal agreement function fa is computed based on the bag of span distance |L A |. If two entities ever share the same value on attribute A, then their span distance on attribute A is defined as the time interval between the time periods when the two entities share the same value on attribute A. Otherwise, the span distance is defined as ∞.
The bags of full life spans, partial life spans, and span distances can be obtained by iterating through all the records in the given data set in increasing temporal order. Thus the temporal agreement and disagreement functions can be learned based on the above equations.
Static Phase: Evidence Collection
We now return to our proposed temporal clustering approach SFDS; specifically, the static phase. Given a set of records from the original input, the S-phase considers records in increasing temporal order based on their time stamps. For each record, the S-phase either merges the record with an already created cluster if it finds one that is sufficiently similar, or creates a new cluster otherwise. When determining whether two clusters of records should be merged, the S-phase computes the "static similarity" between the two clusters using any standard distance metric for record matching.
Specifically, consider record r and a set C = {C1, ..., Cn} of clusters created earlier in the S-phase, where n ∈ N is the number of already created clusters. The S-phase proceeds in the following steps:
1. Compute the static similarity sims between r and each Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ n without using any temporal model (subscript s stands for static).
2. Let Cmax ∈ C be the cluster with the highest similarity to r. If sims (r, Cmax) < θS , where θS is a learned threshold indicating high similarity, then create a new cluster Cn+1 = {}, append Cn+1 to C, and let Cmax = Cn+1.
3. Append r to the end of the chosen cluster Cmax. As the Sphase considers records in time order, simply appending r to the end of the cluster Cmax will keep records in Cmax sorted in increasing temporal order.
4. Update the temporal signature sC max of cluster Cmax for r.
The temporal signature consists of the earliest and the latest records of its associated cluster, so this step can be done by simply replacing its latest record with r ( Figure 2 ).
Note that since the S-phase processes records in increasing temporal order, the resulting set of clusters has the following properties: 1) records in each cluster are sorted by their time stamps in increasing order; 2) clusters in C are sorted by their starting time stamps (the earliest time stamp of its records) in increasing order.
We now describe the temporal signature and the similarity computation part in Step 1 and the threshold learning part in Step 2. Temporal signature: Let C = {r1, r2, ...rn} be a cluster containing n records. The cluster signature sC of C consists of the two member records with the earliest and the latest time stamps:
Since the S-phase considers records in increasing temporal order, the update of signature can be done by simply replacing r l by the incoming record. Similarity computation: the S-phase computes the "static similarity" between a record and a cluster without using a temporal model.
Specifically, consider a record r and an already created cluster C, the "static similarity" sims between r and C is computed as the average record similarities between r and the records in C's signature:
where the static similarity sims(r, r ) is defined as the average of their attribute value similarities:
where simA is the similarity metric for attribute A and A denotes the set of all attributes. Threshold learning: We use the following heuristic with a customizable parameter minR indicating a minimum recall to learn the threshold θS for the S-phase. If the minimum recall can be reached, then θS is set to the threshold that leads to the highest precision. Otherwise, it is set to the one that leads to the highest recall. Specifically, given a set of training data with known ground truth and a specified minimum recall minR, we first figure out whether there exists a threshold that can lead to a recall higher than the specified value minR. If the answer is no, then θS is set to the threshold that yields the highest recall. Otherwise, θS is set to the threshold that yields the highest precision with its recall higher than minR. Based on our experiments, a 0.2 to 0.3 minimum recall is suggested. Note that the final result quality does not heavily rely on the specified minR. We report detailed results on how minR might affect the final matching accuracy in Section 5.4.4. For each input record, the S-phase compares it with every alreadycreated cluster. Since the S-phase assumes no entity evolution and uses only the latest record of a cluster in record-to-cluster similarity computations, each record-to-cluster comparison runs in O(1), and there are O(|R| · |C|) of such comparisons.
Algorithm 1 S-PHASE(R, θS ) Input: R, a list of records sorted in increasing temporal order. θS , a threshold to make merge decision. Output: C, the clustering of records in R SC, the set of cluster signatures corresponding to C, each cluster in C has a signature in SC.
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let Cmax = {r} // create a new cluster 15:
let sC max = {r} // initialize the signature for Cmax 16:
C ← C ∪ Cmax 17:
SC ← SC ∪ sC max 18:
end if 19: end for 20: return C, SC Note that in terms of time complexity, the S-phase never performs slower than an ordinary clustering approach, which typically compares all pairs of records and runs in O(|R| 2 ). In the worst case where records never match with any already-created cluster, |C| will degrade to |R|. In this situation, the run time performance of the S-phase will not take advantage of cluster signatures and degrades to O(|R| 2 ). We give the algorithm of the S-phase in Algorithm 1. EXAMPLE 3.1. Figure 3 shows a step-by-step example of how the S-phase forms an initial grouping from the example task shown in Example 1.1. Records that are part of the signatures of their clusters are underscored. In the example, we can see that r1, r2, r4, r5, r7, r9 and r10, which are associated with entity e1, are merged together due to their high similarity on the affiliation and co-author attributes. However, r13 and r14, which are also associated with entity e1, are grouped into another cluster. 
Dynamic Phase: Evolution Detection
The D-phase further merges some of the clusters generated by the S-phase. In the input of the D-phase, each cluster maintains exactly one signature, which describes one state of its associated entity. In addition, we may have multiple clusters associated with the same entity. Unlike the S-phase, the D-phase 1) takes a list of clusters as input instead of a list of records, 2) computes "dynamic similarity", which further uses temporal agreement and disagreement models, and 3) allows each cluster to have multiple temporal signatures.
Specifically, given a set C = {C1, ..., Cm} of clusters obtained from the S-phase, where m ∈ N denotes the number of clusters, and clusters in C are sorted by their starting time stamps in increasing temporal order. Consider a cluster C ∈ C and a set and each already-created cluster Di, 1 ≤ i ≤ n using both temporal agreement and disagreement models.
2. Let Dmax ∈ D be the cluster with the highest similarity to C. If their similarity sim d (C, Dmax) is less than the learned threshold θE , then create a new cluster Dn+1 = {}, append Dn+1 to the set D of the already created clusters in the Dphase, and let Dmax = Dn+1.
3. Merge C with Dmax. The merge process is done by simply appending all records in C to cluster Dmax as their ordering will not be used in the rest of the clustering process.
4. Update the signature set SD max of Dmax by taking the union of the cluster signature sets of C and Dmax (Figure 4 ).
We now turn to the details of the signature update, similarity computation, and the threshold learning processes in the D-phase. Signature update: In the D-phase, the signature set SC of a cluster C consists of a set of temporal signatures created in the S-phase (Eq. 3) where each component signature describes one state of its referred entity:
When merging two clusters C and D, the D-phase updates the signature set S of the resulting cluster by taking the union of the signature sets SC and SD from the two component clusters C and D:
Similarity computation: Given two clusters C and D and their signature sets SC and SD, the D-phase computes their "dynamic similarity" by taking the average of the filtered dynamic similarities of the record pairs chosen from SC and SD, where only those record pairs carrying evidence that supports at least one of the following statements are considered: • both clusters C and D describe at least one state of the same entity in common, or
• at least one evolution of the same entity is described in the union of the two clusters C and D but in neither of the two clusters alone.
Specifically, given records r1 and r2, their dynamic similarity is defined as the weighted average of their attribute value similarities where the weight is determined by the complement of the level of temporal agreement and disagreement estimated by the temporal model. The intuition is: the higher the level of temporal agreement or disagreement on one attribute is, the less we are able to trust the 
where f d and fa are temporal disagreement and agreement functions respectively (Eq. 1 and Eq. 2). A ∈ A again denotes an attribute, simA is the similarity metric for attribute A, w d is a weighting function to determine the importance of an attribute, and θA is a threshold for determining whether two records describe the same state on attribute A. θA can be learned from a labeled data set. Finally, the D-phase computes the dynamic similarity sim d between clusters C and D by taking the average of the filtered dynamic similarities of the record pairs chosen from their cluster signatures SC and SD that are above the learned threshold θD:
where R C,D,θ D is a set of record pairs chosen from SC SD which dynamic similarity is higher than the learned threshold thetaD indicating it supports at least one of the required conditions mentioned above.
Threshold learning: As the D-phase is the final step of SFDS, given a labeled data set, θE is set to the threshold that leads the highest F-1 score (defined in Section 5.1.4) in the labeled data set. Since the D-phase uses temporal signatures, comparing a input cluster with all the already created clusters is equivalent to comparing a input clusters with all the already created temporal signatures. In addition, the total number of signatures is equal to the total number of clusters created in the S-phase. As a result, each cluster-cluster similarity computation in the D-phase runs in O(|C|), and there are |C| of such computation. This gives time complexity O(|C| 2 ).
PROPOSITION 3.3. SFDS runs in time O(|C| · |R|)
, where |C| is the number of clusters created in the S-phase and |R| is the number of input records.
SFDS performs |C| · |R| + |C|
2 comparisons in average. In the worst case, it runs in time O(|R| 2 ) and performs 2 · |R| 2 comparisons.
We give the algorithm for the D-phase in Algorithm 2. EXAMPLE 3.2. We continue with our running example described in Example 1.1, where we have generated the initial grouping in Example 3.1 shown in Figure 3 . Figure 5 shows the step-by-step result of applying the D-phase to further merge clusters from the initial grouping. In the step-by-step result, we can see that the cluster {r13, r14}, which describes entity e1, is now correctly merged into the cluster {r1, r2, ..., r10}, which also describes e1, with a dynamic similarity 0.60 higher than the learned threshold θD = 0.55. Note that we are unable to correctly merge r13 in the S-phase even if we lower the threshold θS as its best match cluster is {r3}, which describes entity e2 instead. With the initial grouping created in the S-phase based on the states of the entities, we are able to reduce incorrect merges in the D-phase. 
THE AFDS -AN OPTIMIZED VERSION OF SFDS
As we have noted, the first phase of SFDS ignores evolution and considers neither between-entity temporal agreement nor withinentity temporal disagreement. Ignoring within-entity temporal disagreement is in a sense "safe" because the errors it will make (splitting one entity into multiple clusters) have a chance of being rectified later (when the dynamic phase merges these clusters). However, ignoring between-entity temporal agreement is "dangerous" because this might include the records from two entities in a single cluster (because only between-entity temporal agreement provides the insight that similar attribute values in two records separated by time might not mean the records refer to the same entity). This is Algorithm 2 E-PHASE(C, SC, θE ) Input: C, the clustering result of the S-phase. SC, the set of cluster signatures associated with C. θE , a threshold to determine whether to merge two records. Output: D, the final clustering result 1: D = {} 2: for all C ∈ C do 3: SC = {sC } // pack its signature into a signature set 4:
for all D ∈ D do 5:
compute sim d (C, D) // dynamic similarity (Eq.12, 10) 6: end for 7:
Dmax ← C ∪ Dmax // merge to the best 10:
SD max ← SC ∪ SD max // update signature 11: else 12:
D ← D ∪ C // keep the original cluster 13:
end if 14: end for 15: return D dangerous because at the end of the "S" phase, the clusters are replaced by signatures, so there is no chance of undoing such errors later.
Our experiments in Section 5.4.5 show that this is a small but real danger -typically it lowers F1 score by a few percentage points. Our "fix" is to add temporal agreement modeling to the clustering in the "S" phase. We call this optimization of the SDFS approach AFDS -agreement first, dynamic second.
In the rest of this section, we describe the only difference between AFDS and SFDS: the similarity computation in the first phase (the S-phase).
Similarity Computation
As the first phase of AFDS considers the possibility of betweenentity temporal agreement, the "static similarity" between two records is defined as the weighted average of attribute value similarities, where the weight of each attribute is a function of temporal agreement.
Consider records r1 and r2 for which we would like to compute static similarity. When r1 and r2 have a high similarity on attribute A, this indicates that the two records might either describe the same state of the same entity or describe similar states of different entities. In this case, the weight of their similarity on attribute A is determined by the complement of the level of between-entity temporal agreement estimated by a temporal agreement function fa . Otherwise, a full weight will be assigned as it is less possible for r1 and r2 to describe the same state of the same entity given their low attribute value similarity on A.
To put it all together, AFDS uses the following equations to compute the static similarity between two temporal records: (14) ws (A, s, ∆t) = 1 − fa (A, ∆t) when s ≥ θA 1 otherwise (15) where the subscripts s and a stand for static and temporal agreement respectively, A ∈ A is an attribute, simA is the similarity Figure 6 : The AFDS approach -an optimized version of SFDS metric for attribute A, ws is the weighting function to determine the importance of an attribute, and θA is a threshold for determining whether it is possible for the two records to describe the same state on attribute A. θA can be learned from a labeled data set.
As for the static similarity between a record and a cluster, AFDS simply replaces the static record similarity sims(r, r ) in Equation 6 by Equation 14 .
The reader may wonder at this point if considering disagreement modeling during this first phase might improve things still further. The answer is "no" -while it might improve the clustering produced during the first phase, as we will see in our experiments, it actually harms the final clustering after the second phase (merging clusters based on their signatures). Again, this is because if disagreement modeling makes a mistake that merges two entities into one cluster during the first phase, there is no opportunity to remedy this mistake in the second phase, since the clusters of records will have been replaced by signatures and cannot subsequently be "re-split." In addition, without having an evidence collection phase before resolving the temporal within-entity disagreement caused by entity evolution, we are more likely to make early mistakes that could be fixed by the evidence described in the "later" records, as illustrated earlier in Example 1.1. PROPOSITION 4.1. AFDS runs in time O(|C| · |R|), where |C| is the number of clusters created in its first phase and |R| is the number of input records.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section describes experimental results on four temporal matching tasks from two real world data sets: a European patent data set [1] and three subsets of the DBLP data set [2] . Table 4 summarizes the matching tasks used in our experiment.
We first describe the experiment settings. In the main part of this section, we first present and discuss the run time efficiency of different approaches as the main focus of this work is on improving scalability. Then, we evaluate the matching accuracy of different approaches using the usual measures: precision, recall, and F-1 score.
Experiment Settings
This section gives the settings of our experiments. 
Settings for Scalability Experiments
To compare the scalability of different approaches, we consider the DBLP-100K matching task that contains around 100K records. This matching task is created by selecting multiple groups of records from the DBLP data set, where each group contains multiple authors sharing the same name. Although this is not a particularly temporally challenging matching task, for completeness we will also report the matching accuracy of different approaches. For this purpose, we compare the output of each approach with the silver standard provided by DBLP. However, in this test, our goal is not to test the quality of the result, rather it is to test the scalability of the approaches.
Settings for Matching Accuracy Experiments
To evaluate the matching accuracy of different approaches, we consider three subsets from two real world data sets: a benchmark of European patent data [1] and the DBLP data set [2] . Two of the tasks, Euro-Patent and DBLP-WW, are the tasks used in Li's work [12] . Table 4 summarizes the high level facts about the matching tasks, and we will detail necessary properties of each task when analyzing the matching accuracy of different approaches.
Implementation
We implemented the following clustering techniques:
• PARTITION: the partitioning algorithm from [11] , a single pass, non-temporal clustering approach that clusters records based on pairwise record similarity while ensuring transitive closure.
• ADJUST: a specialized multi-stage fuzzy clustering approach proposed in [12] , the current state-of-the-art for matching temporal records.
• AFDS: the optimized version of SFDS described in Section 4 based on Section 3. For the temporal model used in ADJUST and AFDS, we use the agreement-and disagreement-decay models proposed in [12] .
We implemented all the techniques as single-threaded Java programs, and we ran the experiments on a Linux machine with 2.40 GHz Intel CPU and 4GB of RAM.
Attribute similarity metrics: For matching accuracy experiments, we followed the settings used in [12] that 1) use editing distance metricfor single-value attributes, 2) apply Jaccard similarity metricfor multi-value attributes, and 3) put equal weight on all attributes.
For scalability tests, we reused the settings of similarity metrics for the matching accuracy experiments except the weight of each attribute was learned from a training data set based on the discriminability of each attribute. Here we omit the details of how we weight the importance of each attribute as, again, the main purpose of this experiment was scalability.
Models and thresholds learning:
For scalability experiments, we used a 5% sample of the records in the DBLP-100K data set to learn the temporal models and the thresholds and then tested with the whole data set.
For the other matching tasks: Euro-Patent, DBLP-WW and DBLPAmbi, we used a three-fold cross-validation, which divides the data set into three disjoint partitions of nearly equal size. We learned temporal models and thresholds from one partition at a time and used them to test with the remainder of the data set.
Parameter settings: We followed the parameter settings used in [12] for ADJUST, and we used a minimum recall minR = 0.2 for the first phase of the proposed AFDS in our experiments.
Metrics
We compared pairwise matching decisions with the ground truth and measured the quality of the result by precision (P), recall (R), and F-1 score (F). We denote the set of false positive pairs by FP , the set of false negative pairs by FN , and the set of true positive pairs by T . Then, P = 
Scalability
First, we evaluate the scalability of the different techniques by running them with different fractions of the DBLP-100K data set. The experiment has two parts. In the first part, we ran all techniques with at most 10,000 records from the DBLP-100K data set and compare their run-time. The results in Figure 7a show that while both our approach AFDS and the traditional clustering technique PARTITION finish 10,000 records within 5 minutes, the stateof-the-art temporal clustering algorithm ADJUST takes 3 hours to finish the same amount of data. At the 10,000 records mark, our AFDS provides 60X improvement in run time over AFDS: AFDS finishes in 3.36 minutes while ADJUST finishes in 199.78 minutes, and the traditional approach PARTITION finishes in 3.99 minutes.
To further analyze the difference in scalability, we ran AFDS and PARTITION with the full DBLP-100K data set, and ran ADJUST with as many portion of the DBLP-100K data set as possible and stopped when it requires more than a day to perform the matching task. From the results shown in Figure 7b , we observe that ADJUST takes around a day to process 25k records, while AFDS and PARTI-TION is able to finish the full set of DBLP-100K matching task in 6.2 hours and 7.5 hours respectively.
The differences on time complexity between different approaches are also reflected in the scalability results. First, our AFDS runs slightly faster than the traditional approach PARTITION. This matches with the fact that AFDS runs in time O(|R| · |C|) while PARTITION runs in time O(|R| 2 ), where |R| is the number of input records and |C| is the number of clusters created in the first phase of AFDS respectively. Second, based on the run-time curves of ADJUST, it performs faster than its worst case O(|R| 3 ) but slower than its ideal case O(|R| 2 ). For completeness, we also provide the result qualities of all different approaches in Figure 8a and Figure 8b , although recall that this is not a particularly challenging case from a temporal perspective.
Results on Matching Accuracy
We now turn investigate whether or not AFDS sacrifices efficiency in its search for performance. To do so, we compared our AFDS approach with the existing approaches on three different temporal record matching tasks. The results are shown in Figures 9a,  9b , and 9c. Here we briefly discuss the results on different matching tasks. DBLP-Ambi and DBLP-WW Matching Tasks: There are two important facts about this two matching tasks: 1) different entities are likely to have the same name; 2) most entities evolve their values on on all other attributes. As a result, the key to high matching accuracy is to resolve the ambiguity on name by handling evolution on all other attributes. The results in Figures 9a and 9b show that both AFDS and ADJUST improve up to 15% over the traditional non-temporal approach PARTITION, and our AFDS produces matching accuracy similar to ADJUST. Euro-Patent Matching Task: Unlike the previous two matching tasks, in this data set there are relatively fewer entities that evolve over time. This has a two-fold effect. First, all approaches have less trouble separating records belonging to the same entity. Second, because fewer entities evolve over time, there are relatively fewer temporal clues for a temporal model to exploit. The results in Figure 9c reflect such an effect: all three approaches have acceptable matching accuracy while the two temporal clustering algorithms -AFDS and ADJUST -still improve matching accuracy by handling entity evolution.
Putting the results on scalability and matching accuracy together, our algorithm AFDS improves run time by an order of magnitude while providing equivalent matching accuracy.
Analysis and Discussion
Now we give a more detailed analysis of our proposed strategy.
Evaluation of "Static First, Dynamic Second"
We verified the effectiveness of our "static first, dynamic second" strategy in two ways. First, we checked whether a single pass clustering algorithm with the use of temporal models could achieve equivalent or better accuracy over our proposed AFDS strategy. In this experiment, we considered using temporal models in a single stage hard clustering algorithm. The hard clustering algorithm we considered is identical to the S-phase described in Section 3.2 except the threshold is set to the value that leads to the highest F-1 score in the training data set:
1. AGREE: uses only temporal agreement model. 2. DISAG: only temporal disagreement model.
MIXED: uses full temporal model.
From the results shown in Figure 10a , we first observed that AFDS and MIXED improve result quality over AGREE and DISAG on all matching tasks. This finding indicates that when betweenentity temporal agreement and within-entity temporal disagreement apply to part of the input data set, considering both types of ambiguity will improve result quality over handling only a single type of ambiguity. In addition, we also found that our proposed AFDS improves result quality over MIXED. This result shows by having an evidence collection phase before the handling of entity evolution, we can improve overall matching accuracy.
In the second experiment, we compared AFDS with the following two phase strategies, which handles temporal agreement and disagreement in different orders by running them with three different matching tasks: Note that for all approaches, we use the same strategy to cluster records and construct cluster signatures as described in Section 3. The results in Figure 10b first indicate that AFDS yields better results than its complement -DFAS. This result indicates by considering temporal between-entity agreement, we can collect higher quality evidence than considering temporal within-entity disagreement. This result also suggests that resolving temporal withinentity disagreement requires more accurate evidence than resolving temporal between-entity agreement. Second, the result also shows that AFDS produces better matching quality than MIXED2P, which handles both types of ambiguity in both phases. This also supports our proposed "Static First, Dynamic Second" strategy that runs evidence collection phase by assuming no evolution before the handling of entity evolution instead of jumping into the dynamic world directly.
Effectiveness of Temporal Signature
We verified the effectiveness of our proposed temporal signature by comparing AFDS with its variation AFDS-FR that considers full sets of records without using signatures in similarity computations. We give the results on matching accuracy and scalability in Figure 11a and 11b . The results indicate that AFDS and AFDS-FR achieve equivalent matching accuracy, but AFDS improves 2X in run time efficiency over AFDS-FR. This experiment compares different strategies for computing temporal cluster similarity. In particular, we consider the following strategies:
Results on Similarity Computation Strategies
1. AVG: directly averages record similarities.
2. FAVG: stands for filtered average, the proposed approach described in Equation 12 . Both strategies are paired with our AFDS approach and run on different matching tasks. The results shown in Figure 12 indicates that by using our proposed strategy -FAVG, which considers only those record pairs with high similarity that provide strong evolution evidence, we can make better inferences on entity evolution and improve matching accuracy.
Results on Robustness
This experiment analyzes how the minimum recall parameter minR (Section 3.2), used to learn the threshold θS in the first phase of our AFDS algorithm, affects the final matching accuracy. We give the results in Figure 13 . The results indicate that (1) the final matching accuracy of AFDS does not heavily rely on the parameter minR; (2) in our experiments, a minimum recall minR between 0.2 to 0.3 produced the best result quality.
Comparison between SFDS and AFDS
We compared the matching accuracy between SFDS and its optimized version (AFDS). The results show that we can improve up to 2% in matching accuracy by considering temporal agreement in the first phase (Figure 14a ), and we observe no significant run-time difference between the two.
Will EM-styled AFDS produce better accuracy?
We developed an expectation-maximization version of our AFDS, where given a specific number I of iterations, we perform an EMstyle S-phase in the first half of the iterations and an EM-style Dphase in the second half of the iterations. In our experiment, we set I = 10 for EM-AFDS. Surprisingly, we found that even with more stages of clustering, we did not produce noticeable improvement (> 1%) on matching accuracy. Detailed results can be found in Figure 14b .
RELATED WORK
In [8, 10, 15] , the authors proposed different record matching / de-duplication techniques, but their techniques all assume value difference are due to different representations of the same value and record values do not change over time. Shao et al. [13] combined time series similarity with density-based clustering, but the technique is for finding the optimal alignment of two time series, not for identifying possible evolution between time series. Yakout et al. proposed behavior based linkage [16] . While like our work they make cluster merging decisions by examining whether the resulting clusters form a reasonable entity history, our approach does not try to find periodical entity evolution patterns. Li et al. [12] proposed several clustering approaches for matching temporal records. Our approach differs from their approaches in the following ways. First, our approach resolves temporal agreement and disagreement in two distinct phases while their approaches mixes the two types of ambiguity in all phases. Second, the proposed clustering neither processes in EM-style nor in a fuzzy way. Finally, our approach allows one cluster to have multiple signatures while their approaches use either no signatures or a single signature per cluster. Both [5] and [6] used a temporal function to reduce the effect of older tuples on data analysis, but their definitions and the use of temporal functions are different from us. While [12] proposed temporal models, our focuses are not on temporal models but on clustering algorithm and signature construction instead.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed an efficient strategy to match temporal records with high accuracy. The key insight of our strategy is "static first, dynamic second," which allows simple, efficient clustering to do well. Our experimental results indicate that the proposed approach achieves the same level of result quality (within 1.0% in our experiments) as the state-of-the-art approach while providing an order of magnitude improvement (up to 60X at 10,000 records in our experiments) in run-time.
Substantial room for future work remains. One key issue is the blocking operator. Blocking is a common technique which speeds up clustering algorithms by partitioning the input data according to some key attributes. However, it is unclear how to apply blocking to a data set where the entities might change values on those key attributes over time. Here it would be interesting to see if our proposed "static first, dynamic second" strategy might work with existing blocking operators.
Other future work includes a more general model combining information from various dimensions such as spatial and temporal domains to enable deeper and wider data analysis.
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